
Lecture 3. 

 Interactive technologies in FLT 

 

Plan 

1.What is interaction? Types of interaction 

2.A FL lesson in an interactive regime 

 

Teaching process is mainly based on two activities. They are imparting 

knowledge and acquiring knowledge. In the first case teacher sends information and 

the learners receive it. The innovative methods also deal with this process and their aim 

is to evaluate the activities of a teacher and learners using new ways and methods of 

teaching including new technical means of teaching. As we know that methodological 

approach in teaching foreign languages may be divided into three groups. They are 

Passive methods, Active methods and also interactive methods. If we speak here in the 

first place about the passive methods, it should be noted that in Passive methods 

a teacher is in the centre of teaching. He plays active role but the learners are passive. 

Control can be carried out by the way of questions, individual and control work, tests 

etc. It may be useful when it is used by an experienced teacher.  

Secondly, in Active methods learners are also active. Their role and activity is 

equal in the process of interaction. Learners may ask questions; express their ideas with 

a teacher. The last but it is in the first nowadays interactive method or approach is 

a modernized form of active methods.  

The most of teachers usually understand or mean cooperative action during the 

lesson. But here attention should be focused on inner action too. The learners should 

have inner motivation which involves them into active work or active participation at 

the lesson. In interactive method teacher’s role is to direct learners activity to getting 

the aim of the lesson which include interactive exercises and tasks.  

Below some types of interactive methods are given: Brainstorming. It is 

technique for generating new ideas on a topic. These methods stimulate creative 

activity of the learners in solving problems and express their ideas freckly. Various 

variants of solving the problem are usually given here. In brainstorming quantity of 

utterances is important but not the quality.  

Teacher should listen to all utterances and not criticize them. Instead of this he 

inspire the learners to give as many variants of solving the problem as he (or she) can. 

Lacks of criticism create favorable conditions for the learners to express the ideas freely 

and these of course motivate them. At the end of brainstorming activity all the expressed 

utterances are written and then analyzed. Discussion. This type of interactive method 

requires to study teaching material on the theme before starting discussion. After having 

learnt the lexico-grammatical material on the theme the learners may start discussion. 

This method helps the learners consistently and logically express their ideas by 

presenting grounds for their utterances. Here the learners work in small groups and this 



improves their activity because every member of the group may express his/her ideas 

and takes part in the discussion. 

Role playing. Role playing is also one of the activity used in teaching innovative 

methods. They are made to improve the efficiency of teaching. Role playing involves 

the learners into active work by positively influencing on their inner activity. This 

creates favorable conditions for cooperative work. Such atmosphere creates their 

motivation, personal potentials of inner activity and helps to form practical skills and 

habits. During the role playing such skills as creativity, getting out of the difficult 

situations, resourcefulness, self managing are formed and improved. Role playing has 

not only educational aim, but also has social aims because some life situation are 

modeled here for teaching.  

When a teacher uses role playing method in teaching the foreign language he/she 

should follow the below given instructions:  

 Creating cordial atmosphere among the learners who take part in the play;  

 Learners should feel free themselves and this will help them to play their role 

perfectly; 

  Creating favorable conditions in the teaching process and using pros;  

Taking into consideration the personal features of the learners.  

Multimedia learning. This is the next innovative method. It is the combination of 

various media types as text, audio and video materials by the help of which teacher 

presents information to the learners. By using information technology as an innovative 

teaching and learning strategy in a problem based learning teacher tries to motivate 

learners to active knowledge through real life problems. 
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